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Novel Type of Dislocation in an Al-Pd-Mn Quasicrystal Approximant
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A single crystal of thej0-AlPdMn phase was plastically deformed in a three-point bending geomet
The deformed crystal shows a periodic lattice of phason lines. In a high-resolution electron micros
(HREM) study a novel dislocation type, termed metadislocation, was observed for the first time.
magnitude of its Burgers vector is 171 Å. At the core of the metadislocation a dislocation of
j0 structure is found. For the first time its structure and Burgers vector were determined by HR
In magnitude and direction it is equivalent to the most common Burgers vector in the icosahe
quasicrystal. The structural relationship between the dislocation and the metadislocation is discu
[S0031-9007(99)08984-X]

PACS numbers: 61.72.Ff, 61.16.Bg, 61.44.Br, 62.20.Fe
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The predominant plastic deformation mechanism
crystalline solids is governed by the motion of disloca
tions. Despite the lack of translational symmetry in qua
sicrystals dislocations exist in them [1], and as in crysta
moving dislocations carry plastic flow. This has bee
shown in high temperature deformation experiments f
quasicrystals of icosahedral [2] and decagonal [3] stru
ture. The structure of a quasicrystal, quasiperiodic
the physical three-dimensional space, can be described
a periodic structure in a higher dimensional hyperspac
which is a six-dimensional (6D) space in the case of a
icosahedral quasicrystal. The Burgers vectors of disloc
tions in such a phase can then be described as 6D vect
In contrast to periodic crystals, however, icosahedral qu
sicrystals show no work hardening. They even becom
softer the more they are plastically deformed [4]; i.e., th
flow stress decreases with increasing strain.

In the compositional vicinity of quasicrystalline phase
one often finds periodic phases with large unit cells, havin
cell parameters that can be expressed as a function of
hyperspace cell parameter associated with the correspo
ing quasicrystal and the golden meant  s1 1

p
5 dy2.

These phases, termed approximants, are periodic in str
ture and therefore crystals, and they are close in chemi
composition, local order, and physical properties (elect
cal and thermal conductivity, magnetic behavior, etc.)
quasicrystals [5]. One should therefore also expect to fi
a similar behavior of approximants regarding the plast
deformation mechanism. On the other hand, due to t
large cell parameters in approximants, a complete disloc
tion in such a phase would necessitate a Burgers vector
more than 10 Å in magnitude. Such a large Burgers ve
tor would involve very high defect energies compared
what is observed in simple crystals, making its existen
improbable.

As yet, no experimental investigations of the plastic d
formation behavior of approximants have been publishe
Moreover, no observations of dislocations in approximan
have been reported. Kleinet al. [6] proposed a geometri-
cal model for the plastic deformation of an approximant (j0
0031-9007y99y82(17)y3468(4)$15.00
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phase [7]) of the icosahedral Al-Pd-Mn phase which doe
not involve dislocations. The model employs a new kin
of linear defect which can move under an applied stre
and carry plastic flow. The response of this complex in
termetallic phase to an external stress is a change of sh
as well as a structural change.

In this paper we present the results of a high-resolutio
electron microscopy (HREM) study of a dislocation ob
served in a plastically deformed sample of thej0-AlPdMn
approximant. Its Burgers vector is shown to be equivale
in magnitude and direction to the most commonly observe
Burgers vector in the icosahedral phase. A second type
line defects, so-called phason lines, can arrange perio
cally. The interaction of a dislocation with the periodic
lattice of phason lines leads to a dislocation on anoth
length scale, which is presented here for the first time.

The j0 phase, an approximant of the icosahedra
AlPdMn phase, has an orthorhombic unit cell of spac
group Pnma with cell parametersa  23.54 Å, b 
16.57 Å, and c  12.34 Å [8]. Orientation relationships
with the quasicrystal are such that theb axis is parallel
to a fivefold axis, thec axis is parallel to a twofold axis,
and thea axis is perpendicular to a mirror plane of the
icosahedral phase. HREM at an incident electron bea
parallel to theb axis of this structure shows flattened
hexagons as the salient structural feature. Figure 1
shows the arrangement of these hexagons in rows
two different orientations as observed in the undeforme
reference sample. The contrasts on the hexagon verti
have been shown to correspond to columns of clusters
icosahedral symmetry containing 51 atoms—the so-call
pseudo-Mackay icosahedra [9].

In the geometrical model of plastic deformation of th
j0 phase proposed by Kleinet al. [6], defects can be
introduced into the perfect lattice of flattened hexagon
In this lattice the defects can be characterized by a bana
shaped polygon attached to a regular pentagon [labe
“A” in Fig. 1(b)]. They can be introduced at the crysta
surface, and they can move parallel to thec direction
through successive jumps of hexagon vertices. Note th
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) HREM image of thej0-AlPdMn phase seen along
its b axis. Bright contrasts are observed on the vertice
of flattened hexagons arranged in rows at two differe
orientations. (b) Tiling of flattened hexagons with structura
defects. A banana-shaped polygon and an attached penta
(labeledA) correspond to a phason line with the line directio
parallel tob. A phason line including a kink (labeledB) in the
defect line results in an elongation of the defect in the tiling.

these defects are defect lines; i.e., they are extend
parallel to theb axis that is perpendicular to the image
plane. The defect lines are not always strictly parall
to b but can show kinks along the defect line leading t
elongated defect contrasts in HREM images [labeled “B”
in Fig. 1(b)]. They have been termed phason defects
reference to phason defects in quasicrystals, because
atomic jumps involved in the motion of a defect result in
local rearrangement of the structural building blocks whi
leaving the structure unchanged at large distances [10].
the following we will refer to the defects as phason line
in order to emphasize their linear character. Note that t
orientation of the flattened hexagons is changed in tw
rows below the phason line in Fig. 1(b) which correspond
to the trace of the moving phason line. This leads to
local structure change resulting in two neighboring row
of parallel hexagons, which is the characteristic of thej

phase, another approximant of the icosahedral Al-Pd-M
phase [7]. In the geometrical model proposed by Kle
et al. [6] it has been shown that the successive motion
several phason lines leads to plastic deformation as well
a structural transition from thej0 to thej phase.

The sample investigated in the present study is a sing
crystal of thej0 phase obtained by Bridgman growth. Th
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sample was plastically deformed at 750±C under creep
conditions, i.e., at constant load, in three-point bendi
geometry. The orientation was chosen with theb axis
parallel to the bending axis and thec axis parallel to
the applied force. The sample size was approximat
4.5 mm 3 1.8 mm 3 1.2 mm parallel toa, b, andc, re-
spectively. Slices perpendicular to theb axis were cut by a
high-precision wire saw and thinned for transmission ele
tron microscopy by mechanical grinding, polishing, an
subsequent ion milling on a liquid-nitrogen-cooled stage

HREM observations on the deformed sample revea
the presence of a periodic arrangement of phason lin
changing the periodicity in thec direction from 12.34 Å in
the original structure tost 1 3d 3 12.34 Å  57 Å in the
deformed crystal [Fig. 2(a)]. Thus, a structural transitio
has taken place during plastic deformation by the creat
and motion of phason lines. Electron diffraction patter
obtained with the incident beam parallel to theb axis con-
firm the long-range periodic order of the phason lines. T
periodicities of thea andb directions remain unchanged
Dislocations were also observed in the deformed samp
The line directions of all dislocations are parallel to th
b axis yielding endon contrasts when the electron be
is parallel to theb axis. From Bragg contrast extinction
conditions in different two-beam cases the Burgers vect
were determined to be parallel to thec axis. All disloca-
tions are therefore pure edge dislocations, a circumsta
which allows one to determine the magnitude of the Bur
ers vectors by drawing a Burgers circuit on HREM imag
taken along the direction of the dislocation line.

In the periodic lattice the phason lines are arranged
horizontal planes perpendicular to thec axis of the j0

structure, i.e., the only possible direction of motion for th
phason lines. In two neighboring planes the phason lin
occupy alternating positions, which results in a center
rectangular lattice. The periodic lattice of phason lin
itself contains structural defects. Figure 2(b) shows
dislocation in the lattice of phason lines where six ha
planes of phason lines are inserted on the left-hand side
the following we will term this defect a metadislocation
In the metadislocation core the perfect tiling of flattene
hexagons corresponding to the undeformedj0 phase is ob-
served. Drawing a Burgers circuit around the core of t
metadislocation a Burgers vector can be defined tha
parallel to the c axis of the j0 structure and whose
magnitude is equal to 171 Å corresponding to 3 times t
lattice parameter of the phason line lattice.

The observation of a periodic lattice of phason lines pr
vides strong evidence for the existence of interaction forc
between the phason lines. The existence of a metadislo
tion with inserted horizontal half-planes premises an attra
tive interaction between the phason lines in thea direction
of the j0 structure. The interaction between phason lin
in neighboring planes must be less attractive or could ev
be repulsive. In the latter case the lattice would be form
by an external pressure. These types of interactions co
3469
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FIG. 2. (a) HREM image of the plastically deformedj0 phase
seen alongb, where bright contrasts are identical to th
contrasts at the hexagon vertices in Fig. 1(a) and dark ar
represent phason lines. The phason lines form a cente
rectangular lattice. (b) A metadislocation in the lattice o
phason lines. The Burgers vector is parallel toc and its
magnitude is 171 Å.

be indicated by the shape of the phason lines around
metadislocation. The phason lines observed are not stric
parallel to theb axis but are elongated in thec direction.
This is due to kinks in the phason line, the number of kin
determining the extension alongc. On the side of the in-
serted half-planes, where due to the stress field around
metadislocation the compression in the phason line latt
is larger, the phason lines are denser and the numbe
kinks per phason line is smaller than in the undisturbed l
tice. On the opposite side of the metadislocation, where
stress field results in tension, the spacings between pla
of phason lines and the number of kinks in each phas
line is larger.
3470
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By drawing the tiling of hexagons, banana-shaped po
gons and pentagons in the metadislocation core one
serves that these three tiles are not sufficient to cover
the plane near the six inserted half-planes [Fig. 3(a)].
polygon that cannot be covered by the three tiles remai
A Burgers circuit drawn around this remaining polygo
does not close, it reveals a Burgers vector parallel to thec
direction with a magnitude equal tos2t 2 3dd  1.83 Å,
whered  7.76 Å is the edge length of the tiles. This is
precisely the length of the physical space component
the most frequently observed Burgers vector in the pla
tically deformed icosahedral Al-Pd-Mn phase [11,12]. I
the icosahedral phase this Burgers vector is observed to
parallel to a twofold axis which is parallel to thec axis of
thej0 phase according to the orientation relationships.

The polygon characterizing the dislocation core can
embedded in a tiling of flattened hexagons if one allow
rows of parallel hexagons [Fig. 3(b)]. On one side o
the dislocation three rows of hexagons are parallel; on t
other side there are five parallel rows. Using the banan
shaped and pentagon tiles corresponding to a phason
one can modify the tiling around the dislocation core
such a way as to regain a perfect tiling of rows of hex
gons in alternate orientations [Fig. 3(c)]. For this, s
half-planes of phason lines are necessary, just like tho
observed in HREM. Outside the six half-planes the orig
nal structure is restored. Entire planes of phason lines c
therefore be built again.

The dislocation can move in thec direction of thej0

structure according to the shear stress component exe
in the three-point bending geometry. Note, however, th
the motion of the dislocation resembles the motion of
phason line. As a phason line moves through the crys
parallel to thec axis it changes the orientation of two
rows of flattened hexagons thus creating two rows
parallel hexagons. The dislocation core moving alon
the c direction changes the orientation of three rows
hexagons. Starting from the three parallel rows in front
the dislocation core, five parallel rows are generated a
plastic flow is transported. The motion of the dislocatio
therefore has a phasonic character and is closely rela
to the approximant relationship of thej0 phase to the
quasicrystal.

The observed dislocation is a partial dislocation with
Burgers vector whose magnitude is an irrational fraction
the cell parameterc  12.34 Å. This is achieved in the
material by a rearrangement of the basic structural un
i.e., pseudo-Mackay icosahedra. In this way a dislocati
with a Burgers vector much smaller than the cell parame
can be incorporated in the crystal without changing th
local order. In contrast, partial dislocations in simple
structures, e.g., simple ordered intermetallics, massiv
change the local order, which results in the formation
stacking faults.

In conclusion, we identified a dislocation in thej0

approximant of the Al-Pd-Mn icosahedral phase. Burge
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FIG. 3. (a) HREM image taken alongb of the core region
of the metadislocation. In the center the polygon outlined
black lines cannot be tiled using flattened hexagons, bana
shaped polygons, and pentagons. (b) The polygon observe
the core of the metadislocation can be embedded in a tiling
flattened hexagons if one allows for rows of parallel hexagon
On one side three parallel rows are needed, on the other s
five. (c) The alternate orientations of flattened hexagons can
recovered above and below the defect by introducing six ha
planes of phason lines, which is consistent with the observat
in Fig. 2(b).
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vector direction and magnitude were determined by HREM
of the dislocation viewed endon. The Burgers vector of th
dislocation in the approximant is identical in magnitude
and, via the orientation relationships between the approx
mant and the icosahedral phase, in direction to the mo
frequently found Burgers vector in the icosahedral phas
The dislocation motion in the approximant is driven by
the shear stress component it is subjected to in the thre
point bending. Nevertheless, its motion has a phason
character.

In the periodic lattice of phason lines observed in
the plastically deformedj0 phase this dislocation is a
nucleation site of a structural defect in the phason lin
lattice. This metadislocation was observed to have s
inserted half-planes of phason lines leading to a Burge
vector of 171 Å. Related metadislocations with differen
numbers of inserted half-planes corresponding to differe
dislocations of thej0 structure were also observed. Thes
and the structural relationships among this new class
defects will be described elsewhere.

*Present address: European Synchrotron Radiation Fac
ity, Pluo E 202, B.P. 220, 38043 Grenoble Cedex France
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